
DB writes about Peter 50 years

I was first introduced to Peter during a rare public appearance that Jan and Kay made in the 90s. Jan spoke for a
while, and then Kay invited Peter in. I was very impressed with how clear and clean the message felt as Peter spoke.
There was a quiet humbleness about Peter and the teachings felt way above my understanding. I thought I would try
out a few Peter sessions so I started attending the weekly group meetings at Kay and Jan’s home.

That was 20+ years ago and that same feeling of depth, clarity, expansiveness and humbleness has never faded. It is
as strong and sharp today as it was the first time I heard it. The teachings still feel over my head … that hasn’t
changed either. But my perspectives about life have changed, and as I’ve applied the Peter teachings, my life has
transformed for the better towards the Divine. The deep feelings of peace I feel during the Green Mist Journeys stay
with me longer and longer. And they are easy to recall when I sit down to conjure them. That one tool is monumental
in my life.

Also along this journey with Peter, I have journeyed with Kay and Jan and that has been just as interesting and
enlightening! Never have I met people who embodied such generosity, humility, and kindness. They are teachers in
their own right.

With this 50th anniversary I celebrate and honor the beautiful contributions both from Peter, Jan, Kay, and the
Awakening Tribe. It has been an interesting and life-changing journey for me and I hope it continues for another 50
years even though I will be a not-in-form by then.

Thank you, Jan and Kay, for bringing these teachings forward to share, and for the commitment you have shown to
them. Usually for an anniversary celebration you bring a gift, but I feel like I am the one who has been gifted!

In deep appreciation, I love you,
Donna
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